
Creation Call Structure  
Creation Call 

1. Welcome everyone 
	 Introduce yourself —> Share the intention for the call

	 Intention: 

	 Outcome: 


2. Create your game: 
	 Name:

	 Possibly:

	 Outcome:


3. Get what’s so around the guests 
	 Promised -

	 Actually -

	 Gap -


Clearing 

1. What is in your space about the TMLP? (Get people to say EVERYTHING, 
no coaching, recreate their communication)


2. What do you need to give up?

3. With nothing in your space anything is possible. What is in your space 

about T1 that is preventing you from being in action?

4. If you are standing in the distinctions…is there anything that is true…NO; 

there are NO truths in life. [All the things in the way of inviting are NOT the 
truth and are in your listening and you can give them up]. 


5. When you complete all that all that is left is your commitment to your 
guests and you can get present to what you have accomplished in T1


How the night will go inside the 5 conversations that comprise the 
technology of accomplishment (relatedness/possibility/opportunity/action/
completion)  

1. Welcome

2. Introduce your guest [RELATEDNESS]

3. Shares (what did you accomplish out of T1) [POSSIBILITY]


• Before T1 life was like X in X area of my life, 

• What I discovered in T1 was (choose a specific distinction) 
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• How my life is now in this area. 

4. Breakout rooms: [OPPORTUNITY/ACTION]  
• What do you see if possible for you based on what you got from the shares? 

• Do you see this program as an opportunity to fulfill on that possibility? 

• Would you like to register?

5. Acknowledge the guests [Completion]

6. Debrief with TMLP participants (after guests leave) [COMPLETION] 
• What worked / What didn’t work

• What is so [who registered, who has things to work out, promises to register]


“How to set up you guest powerfully for participation” 

How to craft a vivid share 
• Have a vivid share created about what you’ve gotten out of TMLP before the 
event

• What was life like before, what happened on TMLP, and what is life like now in 
that area. What have you accomplished?

• Practice with your coach or committed colleague 


5. Who can have guests? (Context is its all about customer and not about 
getting numbers) 

1. Have to be on a creation call to have guests

2. Have to be at the event with your guest (only other option is that you can 

set up guest up with some who has been at a creation call AND they have 
strong background of relatedness with the guest).  

- Etiam sit amet est


• Aenean iaculis laoreet arcu


• Curabitur vulputate viverra pede


• Nulla rutrum commodo ligula


• Sed tellus suscipit in aliquam


- Nunc ut lectus


- Donec quis nunc
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